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Abstract—Demand forecasting plays an essential role in supply
chain management, as it provides an estimate of the goods
that customers are expected to purchase in the foreseeable
future. While machine learning techniques are widely used for
building demand forecasting models, they also become more
susceptible to data poisoning attacks. In this paper, we study the
vulnerability of targeted poisoning attacks for linear regression
demand forecasting models, where the attacker controls the
behavior of forecasting models on a specific target sample
without compromising the overall forecasting performance. We
devise a gradient-optimization framework for targeted regression
poisoning in white-box settings, and further design a regression
value manipulation strategy for targeted poisoning in black-box
settings. We also discuss some possible countermeasures to defend
against our attacks. Extensive experiments are conducted on
two real-world datasets with four linear regression models. The
results demonstrate that our attacks are very effective, and can
achieve a high prediction deviation with control of less than 1%
of the training samples.
Index Terms—Poisoning attack, demand forecasting, supply
chain, linear regression.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, demand forecasting (DF) has
become a vital component in supply chain management [1].
It enables system operators to make better strategic decisions
on rationally allocating manufactured resources and logistics
scheduling for deliveries in the face of uncertainty and volatility [2]. Various supply chain systems leverage emerging DF
technologies in improving the availability of logistics operations and the accurate demands for products. Consequently,
precise DF directly impacts the reliability of the supply chain
systems, and low accurate forecasting may cause unnecessary
costs in logistics operations and unexpected demands.
With growing promising technologies into the DF side [3],
how to improve the accuracy of DF models has always been
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vigorously pursue. Fortunately, various advanced machine
learning algorithms have received wide attentions and become
a vital tool to address DF issues in supply chains [4], [5].
They help system operators perform the DF task without being
explicitly programmed and automatically learn the patterns
from the historical samples.
Despite great convenience to obtain accurate DF models,
software supply chains turn out to be vulnerable to data
poisoning attacks [6]–[8], where attackers could corrupt the
DF model by injecting deliberately crafted malicious code
into the existing logistics information systems. These types of
attacks may pose serious risks in various logistics software,
which can lead to over-forecasts that demand unnecessary
costs for maintenance and cause system operators to make
unreasonable logistics scheduling. Moreover, regarding the
supply chain management, autoregressive integrated moving
average (ARIMA)-based systems have been applied to a
wide range of time-series forecasting scenarios [9], [10].
The attacker can deliberately manipulate the current-moment
information, which would then be collected by the ARIMAbased system and allowed to make false forecasting in the
future.
In this paper, we study the vulnerability of targeted poisoning attacks for linear regression DF models in supply
chains. As fundamental methods to improve the forecasting
accuracy, regression-based techniques have been widely used
in both academia and industry. For instance, regression-based
models have revealed powerful prediction capability than other
machine learning models and won the top place in load
forecasting competition [11]. However, such regression-based
techniques under strong data poisoning attacks models are not
yet well understood.
The goal of our attacks is to confuse the behavior of linear
regression DF models on a specific target testing sample without compromising the overall forecasting performance. Unlike
existing indiscriminate poisoning attacks, our targeted attacks
enhance the attacking ability, in a sense, in real-world DF
scenarios. Note that the targeted samples are selected based
on the attackers’ own needs. For example, in pharmaceutical
supply chains, the DF models can be manipulated to alter
the sales of one specific medicine, leading to the lack of
such an important medicine and threatening human lives. By
controlling the feedback of consumers in agricultural supply
chains, the DF models can also make wrong decisions on
providing specific food. Thus, competitors will lose sales for
this specific food, while suppliers supported by the attacker
can make huge profit.
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We first consider white-box targeted poisoning attacks in
supply chain DF, where we can obtain all the information
about DF models and the training data to be attacked. Under
this setting, we propose a gradient-optimization framework
based on the formulated bi-level optimization problem. With
the above framework, we can then optimize the poisons
by maximizing the attacking loss on the target sample and
minimizing the victim loss on the testing samples excluding
those with Euclidean distance close to that of the target sample.
By doing so, the objective function, the feature vectors, and the
response variables of the attacker can be identified to influence
the specific target sample maximally.
We further consider a more realistic scenario under blackbox settings where we cannot obtain any knowledge of the
victim DF models and the training data. Since true samples
rarely have features out of the feasibility domain and the
response variables generally play an important role in DF
models, this observation motivates us to develop a simple
yet effective black-box attack method. Specifically, we first
obtain samples with similar distribution as the original training
dataset and then only alter the response variables of samples
with the closest Euclidean distance to the target sample. In
this way, we can generate effective poisoned data to achieve
black-box targeted poisoning attacks in supply chain DF.
We summarize our major contributions as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on
targeted poisoning attacks against linear regression DF
models in the scenario of supply chains.
• We devise a gradient-optimization framework for targeted
regression poisoning in white-box settings, and further
design a regression value manipulation strategy for targeted poisoning in black-box settings.
• We evaluate our attacks extensively on two real-world
datasets with four linear regression models. The experimental results illustrate that our attacks are very effective,
and can achieve a high prediction deviation with control
of less than 1% of the training samples.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates the problem. Section III provides the design
details of our attacks, followed by the performance evaluation
in Section IV. Section V briefly discusses some possible countermeasures, and Section VI reviews related works. Finally,
Section VII concludes this paper. The code of our attacks has
been released for reproducibility purposes1 .
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, we formally introduce the DF in supply
chains and its applied models. On this basis, we present our
threat model from the perspective of the goal, the knowledge,
and the capability of the attacker.
A. Demand Forecasting Formulation
As a fundamental learning method, linear regression is
widely used in many DF applications. Many advanced learning
methods, such as random forest (RF), support vector machine
1 https://www.dropbox.com/s/i3ultlmajt6abu3/SCDF-TP-Code.zip?dl=0

(SVM), deep neural networks (DNN), can be regarded as
linear expansions of linear regression and have been applied to
training DF models. To further secure other advanced learning
models against poisoning attacks, it is thus quite important to
understand the vulnerabilities in linear regression. Thus, we
focus on linear regression methods in supply chain DF and
move the first step to explore the targeted poisoning attacks
under a supervised setting.
Mathematically, the DF operator would get access to a training dataset Dtr = {(xi , yi )}ni=1 based on historical samples,
where xi ∈ [0, 1]d are scaled, d-dimensional feature vectors
and yi ∈ [0, 1] are response variables, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. n
determines how many historical samples the model operators
desire to take into consideration for DF. Clearly, the DF model
would have higher precision accuracy with more historical
samples, yet bringing more training difficulty.
The function of the linear regression can be described as
f (x, θ) = wT x + b, where w ∈ Rd is the feature weights
and b ∈ R is the bias. The DF model aims to find a function
parameterized by θ = (w, b) ∈ Rd+1 . These parameters are
selected to minimize the following loss function:
n
1X
2
(f (xi , θ) − yi ) + λΩ(w) ,
(1)
L(Dtr , θ) =
n i=1
where Ω(w) is the regularization term penalizing with different
weight values of λ.
During the training phase of the linear regression DF model,
the mapping from historical samples to future samples can be
learnt. During the prediction phase, samples containing feature
vectors are used to forecast future response variables.
B. Demand Forecasting Models
As discussed before, regularization techniques is used to
improve the DF model prediction ability and reduce errors
on unseen (testing) data for regression problems. Current
linear regression methodologies are different with the choice
of the regularization term Ω(w). Particularly, we consider the
following four linear regression models in this paper:
1) Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), which uses no regularization with Ω(w) = 0;
2) Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO), which employs `1 -norm regularization
Ω(w) = kwk1 ;
3) Ridge Regression (RR), which applies `2 -norm regularization Ω(w) = 12 kwk22 ;
4) Elastic-net Regression (ENR), which utilizes a combination of l1 -norm and l2 -norm regularization Ω(w) =
ρkwk1 + (1 − ρ) 21 kwk22 , where ρ ∈ (0, 1) is a configurable parameter; we set it to 0.5 as previous works do.
The above four DF models select different regularization
terms to prevent overfitting, and have their respective points
of focus. In particular, OLS is a low bias model and is
suitable to have its variance lowered by adding bias; LASSO
performs well on feature selection and helps mitigate multicollinearity and model complexity; RR can also decreases the
model complexity and obtains a lower variance by reducing
the coefficients; while ENR provides a compromise between
RR and LASSO with different coefficients.
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Fig. 1. Overview of our attacks over supply chain DF systems. In the training phase, the attacker tends to inject poisons into the training dataset to manipulate
the decision boundary. The training data is the historical data of supply chain systems in the white-box attack, and becomes substitute samples with similar
distribution as the historical dataset in the black-box attack. In the testing phase, the poisoned DF model will mislead the specific targeted input into another
desired value without compromising the overall forecasting performance.

C. Adversarial Model
1) Adversary’s Goal: The attacker’s goal is to give rise
to incorrect prediction on a particular sample without compromising overall DF performance (a.k.a. poisoning integrity
attacks). This is different from poisoning availability attacks,
where the goal of the attacker is to affect prediction results
indiscriminately and cause the system unavailable [12].
2) Adversary’s Knowledge: The attacker could obtain different levels of knowledge of the victim model in previous
works. In this work, we assume that the attacker is under both
white-box and black-box scenarios. In the white-box scenario,
the attacker has the knowledge of the DF model consisting of
the following four parts:
1) The training data Dtr : The attacker obtains the whole
clean training data for the DF model.
2) The feature vectors x: The attacker obtains the feature
vectors for each clean training data.
3) The regression learning algorithm L: The attacker obtains the regression learning algorithm during training
the DF model.
4) The trained parameters θ: The attacker obtains the
parameters of the trained DF model.
In the black-box scenario, on the contrary, we assume the
attacker obtains no knowledge of the above four parts, but
can collects substitute samples with a similar distribution to
the original training dataset.
3) Adversary’s Capability: The attacker is capable to add
np poisoned samples into the training samples. Here, np is the
attacking number and the poisoning ratio can be computed by
np /(np + nc ) with total nc clean training samples. Generally,
the poisoning ratio is lower than 0.2 in previous poisoning
availability attacks. In this work, we can manipulate the DF
model trained on poisoned samples to alter arbitrary target
examples at prediction time by only injecting maliciouslycrafted poisons totaling just 1% of the training dataset size.
4) Adversary’s Strategy: We aim to cause incorrect prediction on the target sample without corrupting overall DF
performance. To do so, we formulate our attack as a bilevel optimization problem. The outer optimization problem
amounts to craft the poisoning samples Dp to maximize the

loss function W on a target sample dt , while the inner optimization problem corresponds to train the regression model
on poisoned samples and clean training samples without those
whose Euclidean distance is close to that of the target sample.
Thus our attack can be written as:
arg max W(dt , θ ∗p ),

(2)

s.t. θ ∗p ∈ arg min L ((Dtr − Dd ) ∪ Dp , θ) ,

(3)

Dp

θ

where Dd are samples with Euclidean distance close to the
target sample.
III. ATTACK M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we first present details of the proposed
optimization-based framework under the white-box setting for
targeted poisoning attacks in the supply chains employing
gradient-descent algorithm, and further design a regression
value manipulation strategy for black-box targeted poisoning
attack, where the attacker obtains no knowledge of DF model
parameters and training data (c.f. Fig. 1).
A. White-box Targeted Poisoning Attacks
We first introduce our targeted poisoning attacks under
the white-box setting (dubbed WhiTP). Most previous DF
models use complex models like neural networks and it is
not appropriate to solve our bi-level optimization problem.
Nevertheless, the attacker can still craft poisoned feature
vectors iteratively by using gradients with respect to each
iterations’ feature values. Since the model parameters and the
training data are both known to the attacker under the whitebox setting, it is possible to find the attacking data via solving
the optimization problem.
Let us denote xp as the feature vectors of the original poisoning sample and yp as its corresponding response variable.
To initialize the poisoning samples, according to the previous
works on poisoning attacks for classification problems [13],
[14], where they randomly select a subset of the training
samples and flip their labels, we follow a similar method
on regression problems. Specifically, we first randomly select
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(a) WhiTP.

(b) BlkTP.

Fig. 2. Schematics for the proposed attacks. In WhiTP, the attacker has the access to the historical data and randomly selects part of the historical data as
the initial poisoned data. The attacker then optimizes poisons via solving the bi-level optimization problem and alters the feature vectors (X) and the response
variables (Y) of the poisoned data simultaneously. In BlkTP, the attacker can obtain the substitute historical data via black-box queries and then randomly
selects part of the substitute historical data as the initial poisoned data. After that, the attacker keeps X of the initial poisoned data fixed and only optimizes
Y by finding the largest value in a feasible domain.

a subset of the training samples, and then set the response
value yp of each poisoned sample to round(1 − yp ), where
round sets the response variables to 0 or 1. In WhiTP, we
optimize multiple poisoned samples at the same time in each
iteration. After the initialization of poisoned samples, we then
optimize WhiTP through optimization formula as illustrated
in Algorithm 1 (c.f. Fig. 2(a)). The feature vectors xp can
be updated by the direction of the gradient ∇xp W of the
outer objective W with fixed step size α in each iteration. We
will obtain the optimized poisoned samples when the objective
function W has almost remained unchanged.
B. Gradient Computation

p(i)

(i+1)

As a gradient-descent algorithm for WhiTP, the most
challenging problem is to compute the required gradient
∇xp W(dt , θ). It is noted that W depends directly on θ,
instead of xp . With the guidance of the chain rule, we can
then compute ∇xp W(dt , θ) by:
∇xp W = ∇xp θ(xp )T · ∇θ W

It is guaranteed that such conditions are also valid when
updating xp :
(6)

In the above formula, we can easily observe that the inner
optimization function L relies directly on xp and indirectly
upon the model parameters θ. Thus, we can use the chain
rule to differentiate it, obtaining the following linear system:
∇xp ∇θ L + ∇xp θ(xp )T · ∇2θ L = 0,

(7)

After that, we can solve ∇xp θ(xp )T by:
i
h
−1
∂b T
∂w T
= −∇xp ∇θ ∇2θ
, (8)
∇xp θ(xp )T = ∂x
∂xp
p
Also, the aforementioned derivative equals to:


 Σ + λg µ −1
1
M w
∇xp θ(xp )T = −
,
µT
1
n

, θ) ;
θ i+1 ← arg minθ L((Dtr − Dd ) ∪ Dp
(i+1)
(i+1)
w
← W(dt , θ
);
i←i+1 ;
(i)
Dp ← Dp ;
(j) (j) np
)
Output A set of poisoned samples ({xp , yp }j=1

(4)

Clearly, it is easy to compute ∇θ W because it is the derivative
of W with respect to the model parameters. However, it is still
difficult to compute ∇xp θ(xp )T with its implicit dependency
of θ on xp . To tackle this issue, motivated by [15], [16],
we use Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions to replace the
inner optimization problem with its equilibrium conditions,
such that:
∇θ L((Dtr − Dd ) ∪ xp , θ) = 0,
(5)

∇xp (∇θ L((Dtr − Dd ) ∪ xp , θ)) = 0,

Algorithm 1: White-box Targeted Poisoning Attack
Input: Training data Dtr , target data dt , regression
learning algorithm L, loss function W, a small
positive constant , and np poisoning samples
(0)
(j) (j) np
Dp = (xp , yp )j=1
.
Initialize: i ← 0 (iteration number),
(i)
θ (i) ← arg minθ L((Dtr − Dd ) ∪ Dp , θ),
Calculate nd samples close to the Euclidean distance
of the target sample: Dd =minnd (ED(Dtr ,dt )).
while |w(i) − w(i−1) | <  do
for j=1,. . . ,np do
(j)
(j)
xp(i+1) ← xp(i) − α∇x(j) W(dt , θ (i+1) ) ;

(9)

P
P
where Σ = n1 i xi xTi , µ = n1 i xi , and M = xc wT +
(f (xc ) − yc ) Id . For OLS and LASSO, the term g is zero; for
RR, g is the identity matrix Id ; and for ENR, g is the identity
matrix (1 − α)Id .
Until now, we have calculated ∇xp θ(xp )T . For the second
part of ∇xp W, we can compute ∇θ W simply by:

 

∇w Wt
(f (xt ) − yt )xt
∇θ Wt =
=
(10)
∇b Wt
f (xt ) − yt
Finally, we can understand how to optimize the response
variable of each poisoned sample along with its feature vectors
during our gradient-based optimization process.
C. Black-box Targeted Poisoning Attacks
WhiTP alters the feature vectors and the response variables
simultaneously through solving the bi-level optimization problem. However, the attacker needs to have knowledge of the
victim model, which may be unrealistic in real-world settings.
Since true data rarely has feature vectors around the corners of
the feasibility domain and optimizing the response variables
in regression plays an important role in making the attacks
more effective, we can thus generate poisoned data by only
manipulating the response variables. Motivated by this insight,
we further design a black-box targeted poisoning attack called
BlkTP as presented in Algorithm 2 (c.f. Fig. 2(b)).
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Algorithm 2: Black-box Targeted Poisoning Attack
(xi , yi )ki=1 ,

Input: Substitute training data Dtr =
number of poisoned samples np , and target
data dt .
Initialize Calculate the feasible domain of the response
variable: [ymin , ymax ] ← ymax = max({yi }ki=1 ),
ymin = min({yi }ki=1 ).
(j) (j) np
Poisoned samples: (xp , yp )j=1
← np samples in
Dtr with lowest values of ED(Dtr , dt ).
for j=1,. . . ,np do
(j)
yp = ymax ;
(j)
fix xp
(j) (j) np
Output A set of poisoned samples ({xp , yp }j=1
)

In BlkTP, we assume the attacker does not obtain the
training dataset, the regression learning algorithm, and the
0
parameters of the victim DF model, but obtain dataset Dtr
with a similar distribution as the historical dataset. To do so,
we assume that we can estimate the mean and covariance
of the historical dataset via sufficient number of black-box
0
queries. Then we can simply generate Dtr
by sampling from
a multivariate normal distribution. It is important to note that
0
the degree of similarity between the historical dataset and Dtr
has some impact on the effectiveness of BlkTP. Generally, the
effectiveness of BlkTP would decrease if the distribution of
0
Dtr
is far away from the that of the historical dataset due to
insufficient black-box queries. Owing to the continuity of the
response variables, slightly altering their values would have a
great impact on the predictions of the linear regression models;
thus optimizing the response variables can be more important
in making BlkTP more effective. We then only manipulate the
response variables instead of the feature vectors in BlkTP.
To manipulate the response variables of the poisoned samples, we first find the most influential samples that can be
0
disturbed. To this end, we search initial samples from Dtr
whose Euclidean distance is close to the target sample, and
then alter their response variable values. Meanwhile, BlkTP
has to maintain the performance on other samples, so we limit
the altered values to a feasibility domain which is defined as
0
the minimum and maximum of all the samples in Dtr
. To
maximize the effectiveness of BlkTP, we calculate the distance
between the response variable values of these initial samples
and the minimum (or maximum) value, and then select the
larger one as our altered values. Therefore, BlkTP requires no
knowledge on the training process than that of WhiTP, but
may be slightly less effective.

total of 8, 761 samples and 17 features. For preprocessing, all
the categorical features are manipulated to one-hot encoding
and all the numerical features are normalized.
GEFCom2012. This dataset comes from the 2012 Global
Energy Forecasting Competition [17], where the goal is to
predict the load data using the temperature information which
varies from 2004/1/1 to 2008/6/30 hourly. GEFCom2012
contains 4.5 years of load forecasting data for 21 districts
including 20 different districts and one district represents the
sum of the other 20 districts. Also, the temperature data is
gathered from a US utility for 11 stations.
2) Evaluation Metrics: To evaluate the performance of our
attacks, we utilize the following two standard metrics:
MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) rate [18] evaluates the percentage errors of nt target samples between the
poisoned and unpoisoned models, which can be defined as:
MAPE =

1) Datasets: In our experiments, we adopt the following
two public regression datasets in supply chains.
Bike Sharing Demand (BSD). This dataset is used to predict the total number of public bikes rented at each hour in the
Seoul bike sharing system as a function of predictor variables
such as temperature, weather and season. This dataset contains

nt
i
i
yep
− yec
100% X
|
×
|,
i
nt
yec
i=1

(11)

i
where nt is the total number of target samples. yep
= ypi −ygi is
the prediction error of unpoisoned model for i target sample,
where ypi is the prediction value of unpoisoned model for i
target sample and ygi is the groundtruth response variable of
i
i
− ygi is the prediction error of
= ypp
i target sample. yec
i
is the prediction
poisoned model for i target sample, where ypp
value of poisoned model for i target sample. A larger MAPE
value indicates that our attack causes successful forecasts.
RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) rate measures the percentage errors of testing samples excluding the target sample,
which can be defined as the absolute percentage errors of the
MSE between the poisoned and unpoisoned models. It can be
formulated as:
q
q
1
1
i
i 2
i
i 2
nT (ypp − yg ) −
nT (yp − yg )
q
RMSE = 100% × |
|,
1
i − y i )2
(y
p
g
nT
(12)
i
where nT is the total number of testing samples, ypp
is the
prediction value of poisoned model for i testing sample, ypi is
the prediction value of unpoisoned model for i testing sample,
and ygi is the groundtruth response variable of i testing sample.
A smaller RMSE value indicates less impact of our attacks to
the model’s overall performance.
To evaluate the performance of our attacks on existing
defensive methods, we utilize the following standard metric:
MSE (Mean Squared Error) rate measures the percentage
errors between the groundtruth response variable and the
prediction response variable on the nt target samples.

IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Experiment Setup

5

n

MSE =

t
X
1
×
(y i − ygi )2 ,
nt i=1 cp

(13)

i
where nt is the total number of target samples, ycp
is the
prediction value of the defensed model for ith target sample
and ygi is the groundtruth response variable of the ith target
sample. A larger MSE value indicates our attacks are more
resilient to the defensive methods.
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Fig. 3. MAPE rate of WhiTP on four linear regression models with different
poisoning rates in BSD dataset.
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Fig. 4. MAPE rate of WhiTP on four linear regression models with different
poisoning rates in GEFCom2012 dataset.
TABLE I

3) Experimental Settings: The standard cross-validation
method are used to split these two datasets into 70% for
training and 30% for testing. In all experiments, we run
the experiments on NVIDIA Geforce GTX 1060 6GB and
run 5 times to report the averaged results. We run WhiTP
and BlkTP with 50 different targets selected from the testing
dataset for BSD to collect performance statistics. To meet time
and resource constraints, we report the averaged results for
10 different targets for the GEFCom2012 dataset. We set up
four linear regression models, namely, OLS, LASSO, RR, and
ENR. Note that these targeted samples are randomly selected
in our experimental evaluation. We then train these regressors
and measure MAPE and RMSE on the testing datasets.
B. Effectiveness of WhiTP
We first evaluate the effectiveness of WhiTP by comparing
the MAPE rate and the RMSE rate of the different linear
regression models. Here, we discuss the impact of the poisoning rate for a single target sample on these two datasets.
The averaged results for 50 different targets for BSD dataset
and 10 different targets (due to time and resource constraints)
for GEFCom2012 dataset are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
From Fig. 3, we can observe that the MAPE rate increases
as the poisoning rate increases to 1% and can reach 70% on
average when the poisoning rate is set to 1%. It is worth noting
that the OLS model can outperform the other three models in
most cases and the MAPE rate can reach 100% when only 30
poisons (nearly 1% of the training dataset) are injected into the
training dataset. This is largely because the OLS model does
not have any regularization to generalize well on unseen data
and can be easier to be attacked. Furthermore, the MAPE rate
of the ENR model is relatively low, because the ENR model is
robust than the other three forecasting models and has a strong
capability to fit training data with probable regularization so
that the attacker can be harder to manipulate this model.
In Fig. 4, we can see that the MAPE rate on four models
has similar trend and the averaged MAPE rate on four models
can reach 70% when the poisoning rate is set to only 0.2%.
Generally, the MAPE rate on four models increases as the poisoning rate increases. It is important to note that GEFCom2012
dataset requires fewer poisons added by the attacker to reach
a similar performance than that of BSD dataset.
Furthermore, we present the RMSE rate over the number
of poisoned samples of WhiTP against four linear regression

T HE RMSE

RATE OF W HI TP WITH DIFFERENT POISONING RATES FOR
DIFFERENT LINEAR REGRESSION MODELS ON TWO DATASETS .

Poisoning rate(%)
0.2
0.3

Datasets

Victim models

BSD

OLS
LASSO
RR
ENR

0.12±0.05
0.15±0.07
0.09±0.02
0.02±0.01

0.13±0.05
0.23±0.05
0.18±0.06
0.08±0.04

0.51±0.30
1.50±0.50
0.72±0.20
0.25±0.07

OLS
LASSO
GEFCom2012
RR
ENR

0.70±0.20
1.10±0.50
0.85±0.50
0.02±0.01

0.80±0.30
2.00±0.80
1.50±0.90
0.08±0.05

1.40±0.40
2.50±0.60
2.30±1.00
0.13±0.05

0.1

models on the bike sharing demand dataset and the GEFCom2012 dataset in Table I. For the bike sharing demand
dataset, we can see that the RMSE rate increases as the poisons
increase and the RMSE rate keeps relatively low on average.
With a lower RMSE rate, more effective as WhiTP becomes.
It is noticed that the RMSE rate on the ENR model is the
lowest among these four models. The results in Figs. 3 and 4
show that WhiTP can achieve good attacking performance.
C. Impact of Number of Deleting Samples in WhiTP
In WhiTP, we require to delete nd training samples with
the closest Euclidean distance to the target sample. So next,
we evaluate the impact of the number of deleting samples in
WhiTP and the results are shown in Fig. 5. In our settings,
we set the poisoning rate to 1% for BSD dataset and 0.2%
for GEFCom2012 dataset. We can observe in Fig. 5 that the
MAPE rate will first increase and then slightly decrease as
the number of deleting samples increases. WhiTP obtains the
highest averaged MAPE rate when the number of deleting
samples is 10, which is just what we set by default in our
experiments.
D. Effectiveness of BlkTP
We then investigate the effectiveness of BlkTP by comparing the MAPE rate and the RMSE rate on the different
linear regression models. Here, we discuss the impact of the
number of poisoned samples for a single target sample on these
two datasets. We can see in Fig. 6 which shows the MAPE
rate over the poisoning rate of BlkTP against four linear
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Fig. 5. The MAPE rate of WhiTP on four linear regression models with
different deleting samples in BSD and GEFCom2012.
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Fig. 7. The MAPE rate of BlkTP on four linear regression models with
different poisoning rates in GEFCom2012.
TABLE II
T HE RMSE

RATE OF B LK TP WITH DIFFERENT POISONING RATES FOR
DIFFERENT LINEAR REGRESSION MODELS ON TWO DATASETS .

Fig. 6. The MAPE rate of BlkTP on four linear regression models with
different poisoning rates in Bike Sharing Demand Dataset.

regression models on BSD dataset. Generally, the MAPE
rate of BlkTP has slightly degraded on four linear regression
models compared to that of WhiTP. This is not surprising,
as BlkTP requires much less information about the training
data and forecasting models. Similar to what we observed for
WhiTP, the MAPE rate also increases as the poisoning rate
increases and the MAPE rate can reach 55% on average when
the poisoning rate is set to 1%. Also, the OLS model obtains
the highest MAPE rate among these four forecasting models
in most cases. The other three forecasting models have similar
performance when the poisoning rate alters.
Fig. 7 reveals the MAPE rate over the different poisoning
rates of BlkTP against four linear regression models on GEFCom2012 dataset. We can also observe that the OLS model
can reach the highest MAPE rate among these four forecasting
models and the ENR model obtains the lowest MAPE rate in
most cases. However, the averaged MAPE rate can reach 65%
when the poisoning rate is only 0.2%, which demonstrates the
effectiveness of BlkTP. We notice that the response variable
plays an important role in optimizing BlkTP and makes BlkTP
more effective in regression models.
Furthermore, Table II presents the RMSE rate over the
number of poisoned samples of BlkTP against four linear
regression models. Similar to the cases in WhiTP, the RMSE
rate of both datasets are kept lower than 1% on average in most
cases. In general, we find that the RMSE rate increases as the
poisoning rate increases and the RMSE rate becomes lower
as the MAPE rate decreases on different forecasting models.
Overall, the experimental results confirm that our framework is
very effective at poisoning different linear regression models.

Poisoning rate(%)
0.2
0.3

Datasets

Victim models

BSD

OLS
LASSO
RR
ENR

0.05±0.03
0.25±0.20
0.10±0.10
0.02±0.02

0.06±0.03
0.43±0.30
0.32±0.10
0.08±0.05

0.60±0.20
1.00±0.50
0.70±0.40
0.18±0.10

OLS
LASSO
GEFCom2012
RR
ENR

0.80±0.30
1.30±0.40
0.96±0.50
0.01±0.01

1.60±0.80
2.20±0.80
2.30±1.00
0.10±0.05

2.40±0.70
2.90±0.50
3.10±1.00
0.16±0.06

0.1

E. Comparisons with Different Poisoning Methods
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of different
poisoning methods, including WhiTP, BlkTP and poison training data with random Gaussian noises (also called Random
in our experiment). To maximize the attacking effectiveness
of Random on the target sample and also maintain the performance on other samples, we add random Gaussian noises
n ∼ N (0, 0.01) for BSD and GEFCom2012 datasets. The
MAPE rate for both datasets of these three poisoned methods
has been reported in Fig. 8. We use training data with poisoned
data generated by different poisoned methods to train the
OLS model. The experimental results show that the MAPE
rate of WhiTP and BlkTP are largely higher than that of
Random when poisoning rate changes, which indicate the
strong attacking effectiveness of WhiTP and BlkTP.
F. Evaluation on Run-time Overhead
Lastly, we evaluate the run-time overhead of both WhiTP
and BlkTP. The averaged results on four linear regression
models for generating 1, 000 poisons are shown in Table III.
For BSD dataset, we can observe that WhiTP takes 1.33 × 102
seconds for generating 1, 000 poisons, while BlkTP needs
much less time than WhiTP and it only needs 1.00×10−3 seconds to generate poisons. For GEFCom2012 dataset, WhiTP
takes 1.09 × 104 seconds for generating 1, 000 poisons and
BlkTP still requires less time and only takes 2.00 × 10−3
seconds. Note that WhiTP takes more time on optimizing
the poisons and BlkTP saves time by only altering the value
of corresponding response variables. As expected, BlkTP is
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(a) BSD

(a) BSD

(b) GEFCom2012
Fig. 9.

Fig. 8. Comparison with different poisoned methods.

(b) GEFCom2012

MSE of WhiTP against defenses on two datasets.

TABLE III
P OISON TIME OVERHEAD ( S ).

Dataset
Methods
Time

BSD
WhiTP

BlkTP

1.33 × 102

1.00 × 10−3

GEFCom2012
WhiTP
BlkTP
1.09 × 104

2.00 × 10−3

much faster on both datasets. It is also noticed that the runtime overhead of both WhiTP and BlkTP can be affected
by the dataset size where WhiTP spends a longer time on
GEFCom2012 dataset. These experiment results on WhiTP
and BlkTP reveal tradeoffs between effectiveness and running
time overhead, with WhiTP being more effective than BlkTP,
at the expense of higher computational overhead.
G. Performance against Existing Defenses
In this section, we first introduce the existing two stateof-the-art defenses against data poisoning attacks on demand
forecasting models. The first defense is TRIM [16], which
iteratively trains a regression model with a subset of poisoned
data and calculates the error on these samples. TRIM then
regards samples with the smallest error in each iteration
as clean samples. The other one is De-Pois [19], which is
an attack-agnostic defense method by mimicking the target
model using cGAN [20] and distinguishing poisoned samples
by setting a detection boundary for the discriminator in a
conditional version of WGAN-GP [21]. We average the results
for four linear regression models used in our experiments and
50 different target samples.
We report the MSE of both WhiTP and BlkTP against these
two defenses on BSD and GEFCom2012 in Figs. 9 and 10.
As seen in Fig. 9, TRIM and De-Pois have decreased 50%
MSE on average and they are not always effective at defending
against WhiTP. As the poisoning rate continues increasing, the
MSE of TRIM and De-Pois also have increased. The results
suggest that while both TRIM and De-Pois reach similar
MSE on 50 different target samples, the defense capability
of TRIM is slightly superior to De-Pois for both datasets.
Compared to the scenario without defense, TRIM and DePois can both reduce the MSE of 50 different target samples
by 30% when the poisoning rate is 1% on BSD and 0.2% on
GEFCom2012. Generally, TRIM performs well than De-Pois
at most cases. Furthermore, BlkTP is easier to be defended
compared to WhiTP and this is largely because the poisoned
samples generated by BlkTP are generally far away from the
clean data.

(a) BSD
Fig. 10.

(b) GEFCom2012

MSE of BlkTP against defenses on two datasets.

V. P OSSIBLE C OUNTERMEASURES
Since our goal is to explore the adversarial capability of
targeted poisoning attacks on different linear regression DF
models and the existing defenses for mitigating the poisoning
attacks in regression settings are few involved. We now
briefly discuss possible countermeasures to defend against our
proposed attacks in this section.
For WhiTP, we manipulate the feature vectors and the
response variables simultaneously as discussed before. These
generated poisoned samples are generally far away from the
original data, and we can thus leverage data sanitization, which
can defend against data poisoning attacks by identifying and
removing poisoned data using distance similarity strategies.
However, data sanitization techniques are still not robust
enough against WhiTP because it can also generate poisoned
data that are similar to the original data distribution. Therefore,
we could apply other strategies (e.g., certified defensive) to
data sanitization for mitigating WhiTP and the defensive
assumptions on which they rely also need to be considered
in practice.
For BlkTP, we only manipulate the response variables and
the generated poisoned data are not distinguished from the
original dataset. In this way, existing data sanitization methods
are not appropriate for defending it. Alternatively, defensive
methods that can recover the prediction accuracy of linear
regression models are intuitively effective based on the fact
that BlkTP aims at decreasing the prediction accuracy on
target sample. Thus, a possible countermeasure is to make
robust regression learning models and periodically minimize
the training loss of the regression learning models. However,
the computation overhead for training these models should
also be taken into consideration.
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VI. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we provide a brief existing literature review
on both DF and poisoning attacks in the supply chains.
A. DF in Supply Chains
A wide range of DF models has been used to provide better
accuracy and to avoid negative consequences in various supply
chain areas [22], [23]. Statistical methods like exponential
smoothing [24] apply the averaged weight of past observations
to make predictions of electric energy consumptions, and
the Theta methods [25] can adaptively provide predictions
from a combination of the historical data and prediction
function. Furthermore, for time-series regression models, the
sum of squared errors is often minimized by forecasters
using the historical observations. Traditional methods such
as extrapolative methods, or autoregressive moving average
methods, are used to predict the future demand based on
the past pattern with other variables, and can be applied as
benchmark models [26]. Step-wise regression method and
shrinkage estimation approaches can also be considered to
facilitate the predicting.
More recently, machine learning models have received wide
attentions for DF. DNN [27] and SVM [28] methods have a
strong ability to automatically learn the historical pattern to
generate predictive models and outperform traditional methods
under uncertain conditions. Especially in DNN, neurons in
different layers are connected to find the underlying correlations between the inputs and the outputs, while for timeseries regression models generally make continuous-valued
functions that can predict the response variable values based
on predictor variables. For example, Liu et al. [29] explore
the combination of a grey neural network model and a
stacked autoencoder to predict logistics demand of transportation disruption. Merkuryeva et al. [30] apply multiple linear
regressions for DF in the pharmaceutical area. In other studies,
hybrid models [31] are proposed to make robust and accurate
forecasts with different levels of volatilities and quantitative
information can be extracted out of each algorithm.
B. Data Poisoning Attacks in Supply Chains
Machine-learning-based DF models are vulnerable to a
range of security vulnerabilities. We focus on data poisoning
attacks here which have been studied in different supply chain
scenarios, including industry areas [32] and service areas [33].
Especially, in the load forecasting area, data poisoning attacks
have been widely used for failing the load forecasting models
to produce accurate load forecasts. For example, data poisoning attacks on state estimation have been explored in [34],
where the attackers deliberately craft estimation errors on
state variables (e.g., voltage magnitudes and phase angles).
Liang et al. [8] explore data poisoning attacks in the load
forecasting field and attack the load forecasting models even
with anomaly detection. Furthermore, in transportation DF
areas, Wu et al. [33] analyze the vulnerability of traffic DF
to data poisoning attacks so that the model cannot provide
useful guidance for resource scheduling. Though this kind of
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attacks has been extensively explored in DF supply chains
areas, few works have studied poisoning attacks on a single
target sample, which is the focus in this paper.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the first study on targeted
poisoning attacks in supply chain DF. To control the prediction
behavior of forecasting models on a specific target sample
without compromising the overall forecasting performance,
we formulated our WhiTP attack as a bi-level optimization
problem and proposed a gradient-optimization method to solve
it. We further design a regression value manipulation strategy
for black-box targeted poisoning attack without any knowledge
of the training process. Experiment results on two public
datasets with four different regression models validate that our
attacks are very effective. We believe our efforts may deepen
the understanding about the vulnerability in the supply chain
DF domain and inspire the design of more efficient detection
methods in the near future.
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